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Introduction: Vascular calcification and stiffness are associated with higher mortality and cardiovascular

disease in hemodialysis patients, but the underlying mechanism is not well elucidated and previous

studies have been contradictory. We sought to determine the association of circulating calcification bio-

markers with calcification, stiffness, and mortality in a multiethnic incident dialysis population.

Methods: Among 391 incident hemodialysis participants enrolled in the Predictors of Arrhythmic and

Cardiovascular Risk in End Stage Renal Disease (PACE) study, we examined the cross-sectional associa-

tions of baseline fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23), desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein (dp-

ucMGP), fetuin-A, and osteoprotegerin (OPG) according to total coronary artery calcium score (CAC, using

the Agatston calcification criteria) at baseline, vascular stiffness (pulse wave velocity [PWV]) over 4 study

visits, and all-cause mortality.

Results: Patients’ mean age was 55 years; 40% were female, 72% were African American, and 58% had

diabetes. Higher OPG and FGF23 were associated with a 1.09-fold (per 5-pmol/l increase in OPG; 95%

confidence interval [CI]: 1.01–1.17) and 1.12-fold (per increase of 100 log RU/ml in FGF23; 95% CI: 1.02‒
1.34) higher prevalence of CAC, independent of demographics, comorbidities, dialysis factors, and serum

klotho levels. Higher OPG was associated with higher baseline PWV. Higher FGF23 was associated with

lower PWV over follow-up. dp-ucMGP and fetuin-A were not associated with either CAC or vascular

stiffness. After adjustment, circulating biomarkers were not associated with mortality risk.

Conclusion: Several circulating calcification biomarkers were only modestly associated with subclinical

cardiovascular disease in an incident multiethnic hemodialysis population; none were associated with

mortality. Understanding whether these associations persist in larger, diverse hemodialysis populations is

warranted before planning trials.
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P
atients with chronic kidney disease (CKD), partic-
ularly those undergoing hemodialysis for end-stage

renal disease (ESRD), are at elevated risk of cardiovas-
cular morbidity and mortality. Worsening of vascular
calcification and stiffness is associated with develop-
ment of cardiovascular disease (CVD). The degree of
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vascular calcification and arterial stiffening are predic-
tors of CVD mortality in both general and CKD popula-
tions.1,2 Easily measured factors, such as circulating
biomarkers, that report on vascular calcification may
be useful to screen and target high-risk individuals.

As kidney function declines, phosphate is less effi-
ciently removed from the serum and combines with
calcium to form insoluble calcium phosphate, a
component of vascular plaque. Furthermore, elevated
serum phosphate levels stimulate osteoblastic differ-
entiation of vascular cells, which leads to enhanced
vascular plaque deposition and subsequent blood
1729
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vessel stiffening.3,4 Matrix Gla protein (MGP), fetuin A,
osteoprotegerin (OPG), and fibroblast growth factor 23
(FGF23) are circulating factors that regulate these pro-
cesses and have been investigated as biomarkers of
vascular calcification and CVD risk. Posttranslationally
phosphorylated and carboxylated MGP secreted by
vascular smooth muscle cells inhibits calcium-
phosphate precipitation in blood vessels and antago-
nizes proteins involved in bone formation.5–8 The
inactive dephosphorylated and uncarboxylated form of
MGP (dp-ucMGP) can be readily detected in serum and
has been associated with vascular calcification and CKD
progression.9 Fetuin-A influences vascular calcification
by binding to calcium phosphate, which prevents its
deposition in arterial plaques and inhibits vascular
osteoblastic differentiation.5,10,11 OPG regulates osteo-
clast precursor cell differentiation, including in blood
vessel walls and bone, into osteoblasts.5,12,13 FGF23 is
involved in phosphate homeostasis, acts upon the
kidneys to stimulate urinary phosphate excretion and
inhibits 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D production. It exerts
its effect by binding to a complex of the FGF receptor
and coreceptor, klotho.5,14

Previous clinical investigations of associations be-
tween levels of these biomarkers and vascular calci-
fication or calcification-related outcomes in CKD have
yielded inconsistent results.5,9,15–18 These in-
consistencies may arise from differences in patient
populations as the majority of previous studies had
small sample sizes and, importantly, comprised
populations predominantly of European descent.
Furthermore, extension of results from prevalent to
incident hemodialysis is complicated by survival
bias.

In this study we aimed to determine: (i) the associ-
ation between dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and FGF23
and arterial stiffness and vascular calcification in a
large multiethnic incident hemodialysis population;
and (ii) the association of circulating biomarkers and
increased mortality risk.
METHODS

Study Population

Concentrations of circulating biomarkers were
measured in incident hemodialysis patients enrolled in
the Predictors of Arrhythmic and Cardiovascular Risk
in End Stage Renal Disease study.19 Five hundred
sixty-eight participants were recruited from 27 dialysis
units in Baltimore, Maryland, from November 2008 to
August 2012. Inclusion criteria were: (i) $18 years of
age and (ii) ability to speak English. Exclusion criteria
were: (i) institutionalized persons; (ii) persons with a
cancer diagnosis other than nonmelanoma skin cancer;
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(iii) persons with a pacemaker or an automatic
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator; and (iv) preg-
nant or nursing women. Participants who provided
blood samples at the baseline clinic visit (N ¼ 391)
were eligible for the present study. Supplementary
Figure S1 illustrates the participant flow for the cur-
rent study. The study protocol was approved by the
institutional review board at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, MedStar Health Systems, and the medical director
of each dialysis unit. All participants provided written
informed consent.

Data Collection and Measurements

At study enrollment, sociodemographic characteristics
and medical history were collected through standard-
ized questionnaires. Comorbidities were assessed by
medical chart review, adjudicated, and classified using
the Charlson Comorbidity Index. Systolic and diastolic
blood pressures were obtained by averaging 3 consec-
utive seated-position measurements on a nondialysis
day. Laboratory measures of serum albumin, serum
creatinine, and single-pool Kt/V were collected as pre-
viously described, and the values reflected the 90-day
average from dialysis initiation. Vitamin K and phos-
phate intakes were assessed by the standardized 24-
hour dietary recall method with a dietician. High-
sensitivity C-reactive protein (CRP) was measured by
enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) (coefficient of
variation [CV] ¼ 7%; BNII Nephelometer, Siemens
Healthcare, Munich, Germany); and soluble klotho by
ELISA (CV ¼ 2.3%; Immuno-biological Laboratories,
Takasaki, Japan) from fasting blood samples obtained
at baseline.

Biomarker Assessment

Serum concentrations of dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A,
and FGF23 were measured from fasting blood samples
obtained at baseline on a nondialysis day. ELISA was
used to measure dp-ucMGP (CV ¼ 11%; VitaK BV,
Maastricht, The Netherlands), OPG (CV ¼ 9%; Alpaco
Diagnostics, Salem, NH), fetuin-A (CV ¼ 18%; Epitope
Diagnostics, San Diego, CA), and C-terminal FGF23
(CV ¼ 13%; Immutopics, San Clemente, CA) on samples
stored at �80 �C.

Outcomes

Arterial stiffness was measured by carotid-femoral
pulse wave velocity (PWV), which is considered a
reference measure of central arterial stiffness. Measures
were performed supine on the nonfistula arm using a
PWV analysis system (Sphygmocor PVx, AtCor Medi-
cal, Sydney, Australia). PWV was measured at yearly
clinic visits (4 visits total) and log-transformed for
analysis. Baseline PWV measurements were obtained
Kidney International Reports (2020) 5, 1729–1737
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for 293 participants. PWV measurements were avail-
able for 164 participants at year 1, 54 at year 2, and 16
at year 3. Coronary artery calcium (CAC) score was
measured at baseline using computed tomography
(Aquilon 32, Toshiba, Minato, Japan) and scored ac-
cording to the Agatston calcification criteria.20 Total
CAC score was defined as the sum of left main, left
anterior descending, left circumflex, and right coro-
nary arteries. Prevalent calcification was defined as a
CAC score >0. Baseline CAC scores were obtained for
305 participants.

Vital status was ascertained from the Standard
Analysis Files of the United States Renal Data System.
Participants were followed until December 31, 2017
(n ¼ 116), death (n ¼ 179), transplant (n ¼ 67), transfer
to peritoneal dialysis (n ¼ 18), or loss to follow-up
(n ¼ 11).

Statistical Analysis

Participants’ characteristics at study enrollment were
summarized using mean and standard deviation, me-
dian and interquartile range, or frequency and pro-
portion, as appropriate. Correlations among circulating
biomarkers of calcification, phosphorus homeostasis,
and inflammation and procalcification factors were
estimated.

Associations of dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and
FGF23 with baseline PWV were estimated separately
using linear regression. dp-ucMGP and FGF23 were
log-transformed before analysis. Potential confounders
were identified a priori based on previous studies of
calcification in ESRD with final variable selection
conducted on the basis of P values (P < 0.25) from
univariable analyses and changes in effect size.
Candidate covariates included demographics (age, sex,
race); traditional CVD risk factors (Charlson Comor-
bidity Index, body mass index, smoking status, his-
tory of hypercholesterolemia, systolic blood pressure,
number of antihypertensive medications); and con-
centrations of serum albumin, CRP, corrected calcium,
phosphate, parathyroid hormone [PTH], and dietary
phosphate intake. The dp-ucMGP models were
further adjusted for dietary vitamin K intake and
FGF23 models for serum klotho concentration. Age,
body mass index, blood pressure, corrected calcium,
phosphate, PTH, dietary vitamin K, and phosphate
intake were modeled as continuous variables and CRP
was log-transformed before analysis. The association
of dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and FGF23 with PWV
during follow-up was estimated using linear mixed-
effects regression with random intercepts to account
for intraindividual correlation. An analogous
approach was used to estimate the association between
dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and FGF23 with
Kidney International Reports (2020) 5, 1729–1737
prevalence of CAC at baseline using Poisson regres-
sion with robust variance. Among participants with
prevalent CAC at baseline, we estimated the associa-
tion of dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and FGF23 with
severity of calcification using log-linear regression.
We separately examined nonlinear relationships be-
tween each biomarker and PWV, prevalence of CAC,
and severity of CAC by including restricted cubic
splines with knots at the 10th, 50th, and 90th quan-
tiles in adjusted models.

In sensitivity analyses, we tested whether the asso-
ciations between dp-ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and
FGF23 and PWV over follow-up were robust enough to
include only baseline and year 1 visits.

In secondary analyses, the associations between dp-
ucMGP, OPG, fetuin-A, and FGF23 and all-cause mor-
tality were evaluated separately using Cox proportional
hazards regression. These models were verified using
scaled Schoenfeld residuals, and the linearity of
continuous variables was assessed with Martingale re-
siduals vs. fitted values plots.

To examine potential effect modifications in the
associations of circulating biomarkers with PWV,
prevalence of CAC, and mortality, we performed
subgroup analyses by different categories of diabetes,
race, and CRP, on the basis of a priori hypotheses. We
tested for statistical interactions between each
biomarker and the subgroups using likelihood ratio
tests.

All missing covariate data were imputed using
multiple imputation by the chained equations method
with 20 imputations and 20 iterations.21 Imputed var-
iables included body mass index (1.2%), smoking sta-
tus (0.3%), systolic and diastolic blood pressures
(0.8%), serum phosphate (0.8%), corrected serum cal-
cium (0.8%), calcium-phosphate product (0.8%), serum
albumin (0.8%), PTH (0.5%), and vitamin K intake
(22.0%). Statistical analyses were performed using R
version 3.4.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria).
RESULTS

Participants’ Characteristics

Among 391 adults initiating hemodialysis, the mean
age was 55 � 13 years and the majority were male
(60%) and African American (72%) (Table 1). The most
common comorbidities were hypertension (100%),
diabetes (58%), congestive heart failure (41%), and
coronary artery disease (37%). Correlation analysis
revealed that serum dp-ucMGP was significantly
correlated with fetuin-A (�0.13), and FGF23 (0.12). All
other pairwise correlations were not significant
(Table 2).
1731



Table 1. Baseline characteristics of PACE participants (2008–2012)

Variables N
Mean (± SD), median (IQR),

or frequency (%)

Demographics

Total number 391

Age, years 55.0 � 13.2

Sex

Male 234 (60)

Female 157 (40)

Race

African American 283 (72)

Non–African American 108 (28)

Cardiovascular disease risk factors

Body mass index, kg/m2 386 29.6 � 7.8

Hypercholesterolemia 391 269 (69)

Ever smoker 390 236 (61)

Diabetes mellitus 391 225 (58)

Coronary artery disease 391 143 (37)

Congestive heart failure 391 161 (41)

Charlson comorbidity index 391 5 (4–6)

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 388 137.6 � 25.5

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 388 74.7 � 14.7

Dialysis laboratory measurementsa

Serum phosphate, mg/dl 388 4.97 � 1.04

Corrected serum calcium, mg/dl 388 8.94 � 0.49

Calcium-phosphate product, mg2/dl2 388 42.4 � 8.76

Serum albumin, g/dl 388 3.54 � 0.48

PTH, pg/ml 389 420 (272–611)

Biochemical measurements

dp-ucMGP, ppm 364 1412 (957–2070)

Osteoprotegerin, pmol/l 383 10.9 � 4.9

Fetuin-A, g/l 383 0.51 � 0.17

FGF23, RU/ml 382 527 (241–1125)

Klotho, pg/ml 367 365 (273–500)

C-reactive protein, mg/ml 383 5.86 (2.30–15.1)

Baseline dietary intake

Vitamin K, mg 305 44.4 (24.3–98.5)

Phosphate, mg 326 779.8 (546.0–1108.0)

dp-ucMGP, dephosphorylated-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein; FGF23, fibroblast
growth factor 23; IQR, interquartile range; PTH, parathyroid hormone; SD, standard
deviation.
aCorresponds to 3-month average from start of dialysis.
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Biomarkers of Calcification and PWV

Median PWV was 10.1 m/s (interquartile range: 8.0‒
12.6) and was higher among diabetic compared with
nondiabetic hemodialysis participants (Supplementary
Figure S1). Higher fetuin-A concentration was associ-
ated with lower PWV at baseline and over follow-up in
univariable analyses, but these associations did not
persist after adjustment for demographic characteristics
(Table 3). Similarly, higher FGF23 levels were associ-
ated with lower baseline PWV in unadjusted models,
but not in adjusted models. Higher levels of OPG were
associated with increased baseline PWV independently
of demographics; however, this association was atten-
uated after further adjustment for CVD risk factors and
inflammatory markers. Furthermore, each 5-pmol/l in-
crease in baseline OPG concentration was associated
1732
with a 3.7% increase in PWV over 4 years of obser-
vation (95% CI: 0.5‒7.0), independent of de-
mographics, CVD risk factors, and inflammatory
markers. Each increase in 100 log RU/ml for FGF23 was
also associated with a 2.9% decrease in PWV over
follow-up (95% CI: 0.1‒5.7), independent of de-
mographic characteristics, CVD risk factors, markers of
inflammation, markers of bone mineral metabolism, and
serum klotho concentration. Serum klotho and dp-
ucMGP were not associated with PWV in baseline
and longitudinal analyses. There was no evidence of an
interaction between any of the biomarkers and history
of diabetes or CRP levels (Pinteraction > 0.25) and pat-
terns of associations were similar when stratified by
diabetes (Supplementary Table S1). When examined by
subgroups of race, OPG concentration was indepen-
dently associated with an increase in PWV over follow-
up among African Americans but not in non‒African
Americans; however, the interaction between OPG and
race was not statistically significant (Supplementary
Table S2). There was no evidence of nonlinear associ-
ations between biomarkers and PWV (all Pnonlinearity >
0.2). Similar results were obtained when analyses were
restricted to the first year of follow-up (Supplementary
Table S3).

Biomarkers of Calcification and Prevalence of

Calcification

Median CAC score was 42 (interquartile range: 0–463),
and 64% of the participants with measured CAC scores
had an abnormal score (CAC > 0) at baseline. Distribu-
tion of the CAC score was similar among those with and
without diabetes (Supplementary Figure S1). Each 5-
pmol/l higher OPG was associated with 1.11-fold
greater prevalence of abnormal CAC score at baseline
(95% CI: 1.03–1.19), independent of demographics
(Table 3). OPG remained associated with baseline CAC
score after further adjustment for CVD risk factors and
inflammation markers (5-pmol/l increase; propensity
ratio ¼ 1.09; 95% CI: 1.01–1.17). Each 100 log RU/ml
higher FGF23 was associated with a 1.12-fold increased
prevalence of an abnormal CAC score (95% CI: 1.02–
1.34), independent of demographics, cardiovascular risk
factors, inflammation markers, bone mineral metabolism
markers, and serum klotho. Serum klotho was not
associated with an abnormal CAC score. In unadjusted
analyses, each log part-per-million (ppm) higher dp-
ucMGP was associated with a 1.12-fold greater preva-
lence of abnormal CAC score (95% CI: 1.00‒1.25), but
this association did not persist after adjusting for de-
mographics. Fetuin-Awas not associatedwith CAC score
in the overall group, but, among those without diabetes,
each 1-g/l higher fetuin-A concentration was associated
with a 2.07-fold greater prevalence of calcification (95%
Kidney International Reports (2020) 5, 1729–1737



Table 2. Correlation among circulating biomarkers of calcification, phosphorus homeostasis, and inflammation and procalcification factors in
adults initiating hemodialysis

Variable

Correlations

dp-ucMGP OPG Fetuin A FGF23 Klotho Corrected Ca Phosphate PTH CRP Albumin

dp-ucMGP 1.00

OPG 0.01 1.00

Fetuin-A �0.13a �0.06 1.00

FGF23 0.12a 0.10 �0.03 1.00

Klotho 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.04 1.00

Corrected Ca �0.00 0.04 0.04 0.12a �0.00 1.00

Phosphate 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.35a �0.10 �0.20a 1.00

PTH �0.13a �0.03 �0.02 0.23a 0.06 �0.27a 0.22a 1.00

CRP 0.25a 0.03 �0.19a 0.05 0.05 �0.00 0.00 0.02 1.00

Albumin �0.10 �0.23a 0.20a �0.12a �0.09 �0.05 0.03 0.13a �0.05 1.00

CRP, C-reactive protein; dp-ucMGP, desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein; FGF23, fibroblast growth factor 23; HR, hazard ratio; OPG, osteoprotegerin; PTH, parathyroid
hormone.
aP < 0.05 (statistically significant).
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CI: 1.03‒4.13). The associations were similar across
diabetes history, race, and CRP levels (data not shown).
There was no evidence of nonlinear associations be-
tween biomarkers and CAC (all Pnonlinearity > 0.3).

Among 195 participants with CAC > 0, none of the
biomarkers were associated with severity of calcifica-
tion (dp-ucMGP: 1 log ppm higher, 5.1% difference
[95% CI: �42% to 33%]; OPG: 5 pmol/l higher, 2.9%
difference [95% CI: �25% to 31%]; fetuin-A: 1 g/l
higher, 12.8% difference [95% CI: �156% to 182%];
FGF23: 100 log RU/ml higher, 12% difference [95%
CI: �185% to 420%]) after adjustment for de-
mographics, CVD risk factors, and inflammation
markers.
Table 3. Associations of vascular and phosphate biomarkers with pulse
hemodialysis participants

Variables

Pulse wave velocity (log m/s

N
Percent difference for baseline

associations (95% CI)
P

dp-ucMGP, log ppm

Unadjusted 272 0.50 (�3.9 to 5.9)

Model 1b 272 0.20 (�4.2 to 4.7)

Model 2c 272 0.30 (�3.9 to 4.5)

OPG, 5 pmol/l

Unadjusted 287 10.0 (6.5–14.0)a

Model 1b 287 6.0 (2.0–9.5)a

Model 2c 287 3.0 (�0.50 to 7.0)

Fetuin-A, g/l

Unadjusted 287 �20.7 (�40.7 to �8.0)a

Model 1b 287 �6.6 (�25.6 to 12.4)

Model 2c 287 0.10 (�17.8 to 18.0)

FGF23, 100 log RU/ml

Unadjusted 286 �4.9 (�8.7 to �1.0)a

Model 1b 286 �2.5 (�6.1 to 1.2)

Model 2c 286 �2.8 (�6.3 to 0.80)

dp-ucMGP, desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein; FGF23, fibroblast growth factor 23;
aP < 0.05 (statistically significant).
bModel 1 is adjusted for model including age, sex, and race.
cModel 2 is adjusted for all variables in Model 1 plus the Charlson comorbidity index, albumin
Model 2 is also adjusted for dietary vitamin K intake; for FGF23, Model 2 is also adjusted for s
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Biomarkers of Vascular Calcification and

Mortality

During 1555.7 person-years, there were 179 deaths from
all causes (incidence rate: 115.1 [95% CI: 98.8–133.2] per
1000 person-years). Median follow-up time was 3.5
(interquartile range: 1.7–6.2) years. In univariable ana-
lyses, higher levels of OPG at baseline were associated
with increased risk of mortality (5 pmol/l higher; hazard
ratio: 1.27 [95% CI: 1.13–1.42]). This association, how-
ever, did not persist after multivariable adjustment (5
pmol/l higher; hazard ratio ¼ 1.08 [95% CI: 0.95–1.23];
Figure 1 and Table 4). dp-ucMGP, fetuin-A, FGF23, and
serum klotho were not associated with mortality risk.
There were no significant effect modifications by
wave velocity and coronary artery calcification in incident

) Coronary artery calcification

ercent difference for associations
over follow-up (95% CI) N

Baseline associations PR
(95% CI)

�0.40 (�4.2–3.4) 281 1.12 (1.00–1.25)a

�0.60 (�4.2–3.1) 281 1.03 (0.92–1.15)

�1.3 (�5.2 to 2.5) 281 1.02 (0.92–1.14)

9.0 (5.5–12.0)a 298 1.22 (1.13–1.31)a

5.0 (1.5–8.0)a 298 1.11 (1.03–1.19)a

3.7 (0.50–7.0)a 298 1.09 (1.01–1.17)a

�19.6 (�37.0 to �1.9)a 298 0.61 (0.34–1.08)

�6.5 (�22.6 to 9.6) 298 1.04 (0.62–1.73)

�4.5 (�20.2 to 11.2) 298 1.25 (0.74–2.11)

�3.9 (�7.1 to �0.60)a 297 1.08 (0.98–1.18)

�2.1 (�5.0 to 0.80) 297 1.14 (1.05–1.25)a

�2.9 (�5.7 to �0.10)a 297 1.12 (1.02–1.34)a

HR, hazard ratio; OPG, osteoprotegerin; PR, prevalence ratio.

and C-reactive protein, body mass index, and systolic blood pressure; for dp-ucMGP,
erum soluble klotho and serum phosphate, and serum calcium corrected for albumin.
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Figure 1. Associations of biomarkers with all-cause mortality among participants in the Predictors of Arrhythmic and Cardiovascular Risk in End
Stage Renal Disease (PACE) study. aModel adjusted for biomarkers, age, sex, race, comorbidity index, body mass index, albumin, and C-reactive
protein; for desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein (dp-ucMGP) model, also adjusted for dietary vitamin K intake; for fibroblast growth
factor 23 (FGF23) model, also adjusted for serum klotho and phosphorus concentration. OPG, osteoprotegerin.

Table 4. Associations of vascular and phosphate biomarkers
all-cause mortality in incident hemodialysis participants
Variables N HR (95% CI)

dp-ucMGP, log ppm 364

Unadjusted 1.00 (0.84–1.20)

Model 1a 0.98 (0.80–1.19)

OPG, 5 pmol/l 383

Unadjusted 1.27 (1.13–1.42)b

Model 2c 1.08 (0.96–1.23)

Fetuin-A, g/l 383

Unadjusted 0.54 (0.21–1.39)

Model 2c 0.92 (0.35–2.38)

FGF23, 100 log RU/ml 382

Unadjusted 1.02 (0.88–1.85)

Model 2c 1.02 (0.86–1.20)

dp-ucMGP, desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein; FGF23, fibroblast growth
factor 23; HR, hazard ratio; OPG, osteoprotegerin.
aModel 1 is adjusted for model including age, sex, race, body mass index, Charlson
Comorbidity Index, albumin, C-reactive protein, and dietary vitamin K intake.
bP < 0.05.
cModel 2 is adjusted for model including age, sex, race, body mass index, Charlson
Comorbidity Index, albumin, and C-reactive protein.
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diabetes, race, or CRP levels. There was no evidence of
nonlinear associations between biomarkers and mortal-
ity (all Pnonlinearity > 0.3).

DISCUSSION

In adults initiating hemodialysis, higher levels of OPG
and FGF23 at baseline were associated with a modestly
higher prevalence of abnormal CAC score. Higher
levels of OPG at baseline were also associated with a
4% increase in arterial stiffness over time. Despite the
modest association with subclinical CVD, there was no
association between mortality and any of the circu-
lating calcification biomarkers in this incident multi-
ethnic hemodialysis population.

In contrast to many previous studies investigating
the association of circulating biomarkers with calcifi-
cation and mortality, our study population is
predominantly African American. Data from the Multi-
Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis and other studies
demonstrated that African Americans are at high risk
of CVD events,22,23 despite a lower prevalence of CAC24

and thoracic aorta calcification.25 This disparity high-
lights the need to investigate novel predictors of sub-
clinical CVD in African Americans on hemodialysis.

OPG secreted by osteoblasts regulates differentiation
of osteoclasts and promotes bone mineralization,5,12,13

whereas OPG secreted from blood vessels prevents
vascular mineralization. Elevated OPG levels in hemo-
dialysis patients likely result from a compensatory
mechanism of the endothelium to counteract vascular
calcium-phosphate product deposition, or increased
differentiation of vascular smooth muscle cells similar
to osteoblasts.5 Consistent with our results, previous
studies have reported associations between elevated
1734
levels of OPG and CAC score in ESRD populations. In
cohorts of prevalent hemodialysis patients from Japan
and Brazil, OPG was associated with increased calcifi-
cation and arterial stiffness.26,27 In contrast, a study of
87 prevalent hemodialysis patients from Romania
showed that elevated OPG was not associated with
vascular calcification.28 Our study confirms associations
of OPG with increased vascular calcification and stiff-
ness in a larger cohort of American incident hemodi-
alysis patients. In contrast to our study, previous
research has shown consistent associations of OPG with
increased mortality risk in prevalent29–31 and inci-
dent32 ESRD patients. The Choices for Healthy Out-
comes in Caring for ESRD (CHOICE) study32 showed
that the highest OPG tertile was independently
Kidney International Reports (2020) 5, 1729–1737
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associated with decreased survival. The differences
between those earlier study results and ours may arise
from the differences in patient populations; for
example, 60% of the CHOICE study participants were
Caucasian, and 72% of participants in the Predictors of
Arrhythmic and Cardiovascular Risk in End Stage
Renal Disease study were African American. Moreover,
the process and delivery of care have changed since the
CHOICE study enrolled participants in the 1990s.

FGF23 plays a major role as a regulator of phosphate
homeostasis by increasing urinary phosphate excretion
upon interaction with the membrane-bound klotho-
FGF23 receptor protein complex.5,14 ESRD patients
exhibit decreased levels of klotho and, consequently,
FGF23 remains in the circulation at elevated levels, which
may reflect levels of vascular calcification.33 In agreement
with our observed association between higher baseline
levels of FGF23 and prevalent CAC, studies from China
and Taiwan showed that FGF23 was associated with
increased aortic calcification.34 In the Chronic Renal
Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) study of 1501 patients with
mild to moderate CKD, however, FGF23 was not associ-
ated with CAC score.35 FGF23 was associated with
increased mortality risk in the CRIC study, possibly
mediated through left ventricular failure.36 FGF23 was
also associated with increased odds of mortality in 10,044
incident hemodialysis patients from the Accelerated
Mortality of Renal Replacement (ArMORR) cohort,37 but
not in other studies.38,39We note that, with the exception
of the ArMORR study, C-terminal FGF23wasmeasured in
those studies and ours; the ArMORR study measured
intact FGF23.Wedid not observe any associationbetween
FGF23 and mortality, which could suggest major ethnic
differences in FGF23 and mineral metabolism that remain
in question.37 The increase in CAC with increasing FGF23
was not reflected in a corresponding increase in PWV; in
fact, FGF23 was only modestly associated with a small
decrease in PWV. It remains unclear why the increase in
FGF23, which is associated with an increase in the single-
timepoint assessment of CAC, would lead to a decrease in
PWV at baseline and over time, but we are unable to rule
out the possibility that this observation results from re-
sidual confounding.

MGP directly inhibits vascular calcification by sol-
ubilizing calcium-phosphate product, preventing its
crystallization.5–8 Activation of MGP requires a
vitamin K‒dependent posttranslational modification,
and ongoing clinical trials in Europe and Canada are
investigating the influence of vitamin K supplementa-
tion on the progression of CAC in hemodialysis.40,41

Elevated levels of dp-ucMGP are indicative of
depressed levels of active MGP, which cannot
currently be assayed.9 Although levels of dp-ucMGP
have been associated with increased risk of
Kidney International Reports (2020) 5, 1729–1737
calcification in prevalent dialysis15,16 and CKD pa-
tients,9 we observed no association of dp-ucMGP with
CAC score or arterial stiffness independently of dietary
vitamin K intake in incident hemodialysis patients.
Previous studies in CKD patients indicated either no
association9 or a tenuous association17 between dp-
ucMGP and mortality and we extend these findings
to incident hemodialysis patients. The majority of
studies with positive findings were conducted in in-
dividuals of European descent, again suggesting
possible differences in mechanisms leading to CVD
mortality.

Similarly to MGP, fetuin-A binds to and solubilizes
calcium and prevents its precipitation,5,10,11 but cur-
rent evidence concerning the association of fetuin-A
levels with vascular calcification remains inconclu-
sive. In 2 small studies, fetuin-A was associated with
decreased vascular calcification.42,43 In contrast, higher
fetuin-A levels were associated with increased risk of
abnormal CAC score in 72 prevalent hemodialysis pa-
tients in Turkey,44 and not associated with vascular
calcification in another study of 93 prevalent hemodi-
alysis patients.45 Although our unadjusted models
showed fetuin-A to be associated with a 20% decrease
in PWV, consistent with the hypothesis that increased
fetuin-A results in solubilization of calcium-phosphate,
a decrease in calcification, and a decrease in PWV, this
association did not persist after adjustment. Moreover,
no significant association of fetuin-A with CAC score
was found in either our adjusted or unadjusted models.

The prospective nature of the cohort and inclusion
of adults of all ages initiating hemodialysis represent
key strengths of our study. Additional strengths
include direct measures of CAC and arterial stiffness, a
well-characterized cohort, adjudication of comorbid-
ities, and a standardized protocol for cardiac evalua-
tions. The cohort included a large proportion of
African Americans from urban areas, who are often
underrepresented in clinical studies. Limitations
include the cross-sectional analyses between circu-
lating biomarkers and CAC score and possible residual
confounding. There is also a risk of selection bias due
to the large proportion of participants lost to follow-up
between baseline and year 1 (55%). Additionally, dif-
ferences between patients with and without complete
biomarker and outcome data are summarized in
Supplementary Table S4. Finally, although we had
sufficient statistical power (>70%) to detect associa-
tions between dp-ucMGP, OPG, or FGF23 and mortal-
ity, we may not have had adequate power to detect
associations between fetuin-A and mortality.

Despite the high prevalence of vascular calcification
in this cohort, we demonstrated that circulating bio-
markers of calcification, such as OPG and FGF23, were
1735
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only modestly associated with intermediate measures of
cardiovascular disease, specifically coronary calcifica-
tion and vascular stiffness. No vascular calcification
markers studied were significantly associated with
mortality in an incident, multiethnic population. These
markers may not be indicative of future risk in dialysis
due to the advanced CVD incurred by prolonged CKD.
The large proportion of African Americans in our study
highlights the importance of considering differences in
study groups when planning trials and determining
factors to screen and target this high-risk dialysis
population.
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